


143%
Projected growth of AI over next 18-

months by customer service.
Source: Salesforce



51% of agents without AI 
say they spend most of their 
time on mundane tasks versus

34% of agents with AI. 
Source: Salesforce



Foundation
Scale your business with an 

open and flexible CRM 
platform.

Self-Service
Enable agents to get a 
head start or deflect 
simple inquiries. 

Intelligent 
Routing
Route customers to the right 
agent based on any internal 
or external criteria.

Interaction
Actionable, data driven 

workspace and AI-enabled 
content recommendations.
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Process

Automation

Customer Service Journey in 4 Steps
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67%
Customers prefer self-service over 

talking to a company representative. 

Source: Nuance Enterprise



91%
Customers would use an online 

knowledge base, if it were available 
and tailored to their needs.

Source: Coleman Parkes for Amdocs



Self-Service

Increased ticket volume = increased 
SLAs breached

Cost limitations impacting agent 
scalability

High expectations and disinterest 
in agent interaction

Problem

Conversation deflection and agent 
support through chatbots

Optimize auto responses to do the 
heavy lifting

A dynamic knowledge base to enable 
customers to self-serve 

Solution



Knowledge Base form 
suggested articles

9

Web/Mobile Chat 
Conversational assistant

Email auto-reply templates

GIF OR 
MOCKUP

GIF OR 
MOCKUP



Integrate Order Data w/ 
Chatbot & Deflection

● Ability to let customers choose Kobject 
from list 

● Branchable Questions based off 
selections

● Contextual self-service

● Ability to see current status and link out 
to settings to edit/update order



Article Content Accuracy 
Metrics & Optimization

1
1

Omni-channel Accuracy & 
Volume Deflection Analysis
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40%
Customers’ issues aren’t being resolved 

within a single engagement. 
Source: ICMI



Solution

Routing

Inability to self-serve is exasperated 
with underutilized bots

Unsuccessful bots don’t properly 
escalate conversations

Inefficient operations are highlighted 

through poorly directed issues 

Problem

Classify inbound conversations and 
use tags to trigger automation

Intelligently route conversations 
based on the needs of the customer

Translate content or route 
conversations to native-speaking 
agents

Solution



Conversation ClassificationSentiment Analysis Language Detection

GIF OR 
MOCKUP

GIF OR 
MOCKUP
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77%
Customers expect their problem to be solved 

immediately upon contacting customer 
service.

Kustomer Survey, 2019



41%
Americans switched brands last year due to a 

lack of personalization.
Source: Accenture



Solution

Interaction

Multiple apps and disconnected 
info lead to unsatisfied customers  

Poorly enabled agents with 
lack of intelligent tools

Under trained or uninformed 

agents are expected to answer a 

wide array of questions

Problem

Contextualized, data-driven 
customer views

Actionable agent workspace

AI-driven content 
recommendations equip agents 
with answers to properly respond

Solution



Customer Timeline

● The majority of questions that reach 
agents involve their products or services

● Gives your team immediate context about 
what customers are asking. No back and 
forth

● Lower handle-times, higher satisfaction



Kustomer Actions
Minimize Tabbing Tools

● Ability to change or update information 
from within Kustomer timeline

● Ability for custom views to control 
modals, allowing more complex action in 
timeline

● Fewer clicks to improve agent efficiency 
and usability 



Suggested Shortcuts
To supercharge your agents

● Trained using historical content already 
sent to existing customers

● Suggested based off message, 
conversation and customer attributes

● ML model training will learn over time 
from usage
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Agents spend 10%
of their time 
reconciling lost data 
from disconnected 
communication 
systems.

Source: Hubspot

That translates into 
$2,284-$3,045 per 
employee, per year.
(Based on a $24,360 salary)



Solution

Foundation

Brands don’t have the tools to drive a 
modern customer journey

Customer data is poorly tracked 
and lost in the ether

Technology can’t take advantage 
of customer information

Problem

CRM to understand and optimize the 
customer journey at every touch point

Leverage your customer-centric data 
to personalize every interaction

Business Process Automation for 
quicker, more streamlined service

Solution



Customer Service CRM Platform
Built for Today’s AI-driven Customer Experiences



In Closing

1. Implementing customer self-service options doesn’t need to be difficult. Start 
with searchable KB and email/form deflections and build. 

2. Chat bots are good when done right! Find the right use cases. 

3. Use intelligence to route your customers to reduce manual tasks and increase 

customer satisfaction.

4. Your customer service agents are your ambassador so empower them with the 

right tools to delight your customers. 

5. Treat your customers like you would a friend.
6. Innovation good, Embrace AI and Automation



Q & A



Kustomer is the customer service CRM 
platform helping contact centers and 
businesses reimagine service and support 
in today’s customer-first world. 

Kustomer enables personalized, efficient 
and effortless customer and agent 
experiences by delivering unprecedented 
views of a customer’s history, facilitating 
continuous omnichannel conversations 
and using intelligence to automate 
repetitive tasks and surface knowledge.

About Kustomer




